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ABSTRACT: Road surface temperatures are a critical factor in determining driving conditions, especially during winter
storms. Road temperature observations across the United States are sparse and located mainly along major highways. A
machine learning–based system for nowcasting the probability of subfreezing road surface temperatures was developed at
NSSL to allow for widespread monitoring of road conditions in real time. In this article, these products were evaluated
over two winter seasons. Strengths and weaknesses in the nowcast system were identified by stratifying the evaluation met-
rics into various subsets. These results show that the current system performed well in general, but significantly underpre-
dicted the probability of subfreezing roads during frozen precipitation events. Machine learning experiments were
performed to attempt to address these issues. Evaluations of these experiments indicate reduction in errors when precipita-
tion phase was included as a predictor and precipitating cases were more substantially represented in the training data for
the machine learning system.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: The purpose of this study is to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of a
system that predicts the probability of subfreezing road surface temperatures. We found that the system performed
well in general, but underpredicted the probabilities when frozen precipitation was predicted to reach the surface.
These biases were substantially improved by modifying the system to increase its focus on situations with falling precipi-
tation. The updated system should allow for improved monitoring and forecasting of potentially hazardous conditions
during winter storms.
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1. Introduction

Winter weather–related vehicle crashes have resulted in
approximately 1000 fatalities per year in the United States
(Tobin et al. 2022a). Numerous studies have noted an ele-
vated risk of vehicle crashes during winter precipitation and
slippery road conditions (e.g., Tobin et al. 2019; Malin et al.
2019; Theofilatos and Yannis 2014; Strong et al. 2010; Andrey
et al. 2003). Significant efforts are made by road management
agencies to reduce these risks, such as de-icing chemical appli-
cation, plowing, and road sign messaging, with snow and ice
removal expenditures from state and local agencies recently
totaling over $4 billion yr21 (Federal Highway Administration
2022). Road weather information systems (RWIS) can provide
valuable guidance to transportation managers for decisions re-
garding when and how to maintain roadways and minimize icy
conditions. RWIS stations collect and communicate various
weather and road surface parameters using a set of environ-
mental sensors at a given location (Manfredi et al. 2008). Stud-
ies of the cost effectiveness of RWIS have found substantial
benefits of RWIS implementation, affecting issues such as im-
proved efficiency of road maintenance operations and esti-
mated safety enhancements (e.g., Sharma 2022; Veneziano
et al. 2014).

Road surface temperature TR is a key factor in determining
road conditions, especially when precipitation is reaching the
surface. RWIS observations of TR are collected in many states
from fixed stations and mobile sensors, although station cov-
erage is sparse and sensors tend to be located on major high-
ways. To allow for more universal monitoring and analysis of
potentially hazardous conditions across the United States, in-
cluding lower capacity roadways or other locations without
RWIS stations, a machine learning–based system for nowcast-
ing the probability of subfreezing TR known as ProbSR
(Handler et al. 2020) was developed. This system has been run-
ning in experimental mode at the National Severe Storms Labo-
ratory (NSSL) in real time for several winter seasons, has been
available to operational forecasters, and has been used in experi-
mental products related to weather impacts on transportation
that are under development (Tobin et al. 2022b).

In this article, ProbSR was evaluated over two recent win-
ter seasons and results were analyzed to better understand
the performance characteristics of the system. In general,
comprehensive evaluation of weather analysis and forecast
products is necessary to monitor the performance of the prediction
system. Stratifying the verification information (Murphy 1995) us-
ing variables relevant to the forecasting process can provide addi-
tional insights into the quality of the forecasts, allowing for further
investigation and potential improvements in the forecast system.
Relevant subsets of the evaluation results were compiled in this
work, which allowed for identification of deficiencies in the system,
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particularly when frozen precipitation was predicted to reach the
surface. Machine learning (ML) experiments were performed to
attempt to address issues identified by this evaluation. The vari-
ous datasets that were analyzed are described in section 2.
Evaluation results from the operational system as well as
the machine learning experiments are discussed in section 3.
Section 4 presents an example case demonstrating the per-
formance of the updated machine learning system. Section 5
provides a summary of this work and a discussion of future
directions for this research.

2. Data

Gridded probabilities of subfreezing road surface tempera-
tures have been generated in near real time within the experi-
mental Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) system at NSSL
(Zhang et al. 2016) over the past several winter seasons. ProbSR
values were computed by a random-forest algorithm that used
HRRR 2-h forecast parameters as predictors (Handler et al.
2020). A modified version of this system was implemented
prior to the 2021/22 cold season (October–March) and was
trained on data from the 2018/19 and 2019/20 cold seasons us-
ing TR observations from RWIS stations. This version included
several modifications from the system described by Handler
et al. (2020), which are described briefly here. Hyperpara-
meters of the random-forest model were tuned using cross val-
idation over each month of the cold season using the average
precision score as the performance metric [equivalent to the
area under the performance diagram curve (AUPDC; Flora
et al. 2021)]. The random forest was trained using 16 predic-
tors (Table 1) from version 3 of the HRRR model (Fovell and
Gallagher 2020). Note that these predictors were a simplified
subset of the 30 predictors used in the original ProbSR system
(Handler et al. 2020). The cross-validated probabilities were
calibrated using isotonic regression over the full training data-
set. This tuning/training/calibration was performed using the
Scikit-learn Python package (Pedregosa et al. 2011). The out-
put from the random-forest system was interpolated from the
HRRR grid to the MRMS grid (0.018 grid spacing) for display
and archive purposes. Figure 1a presents the average ProbSR
over the domain across two winter seasons (October–March
2021/22 and 2022/23). This shows that larger ProbSR values
were found more often toward the north and in higher terrain.

RWIS road surface temperature observations were col-
lected from MesoWest (Horel et al. 2002) across the United
States over two cold seasons (October–March) during 2021/22
and 2022/23. Observations taken within 615 min of top of
each hour were averaged together. Values at RWIS stations
with multiple sensors (i.e., multiple lanes, bridge decks, and
ramps) were averaged across all available road temperature
sensors at a station. These analysis procedures are identical to
those processed by Handler et al. (2020) to generate hourly
TR observations for training and testing of the machine learn-
ing system. RWIS stations were quality controlled to remove
stations with large numbers of persistent (.24 h) or missing
values (.250 h) within each month or large differences be-
tween the RWIS TR and values at nearby stations (absolute
value of monthly mean difference between nearby stations

.108C). 1404 stations were included during the 2021/22 sea-
son and 1128 stations were included in the 2022/23 season.
The average frequency of subfreezing road temperatures at
each station is displayed in Fig. 1b, indicating higher fre-
quency at more northern locations as well as stations at higher
elevation. The station distribution varies considerably across
the United States and several northern states appear to have no
road temperature observations. These states may in fact have a
network of RWIS stations deployed, but did not routinely com-
municate their observations or make them publicly available to
MesoWest, so these regions are missing in our analysis.

To evaluate ProbSR nowcasts, hourly gridded fields were
acquired from the NSSL archive throughout the 2021/22 and
2022/23 October–March periods and values from the nearest
MRMS grid point were paired with each RWIS station. Oper-
ational HRRR (version 4; Dowell et al. 2022) 2-h forecasts
were obtained from the NOAA AWS archive throughout this
period (Blaylock 2022), nearest grid point values of several
forecast parameters (surface temperature, 2-m temperature/
dewpoint, 10-m wind gusts, sensible/latent/ground heat fluxes,
low/mid/high/total cloud cover, precipitation rate, and sur-
face radiation fluxes) were also paired with each RWIS TR

observation.
For this work, road temperature observations from the pre-

vious 5-yr period (2016–21) were used to develop a station-
based hourly “climatology” of the frequency of subfreezing
road surface conditions. RWIS TR observations were col-
lected across this 5-yr period. For each station and date/hour,
the average frequency of subfreezing road surface tempera-
ture was calculated using rolling windows of 610 days and
62 h. An example is provided in Fig. 2 for RWIS station
KSKL (Skyline WY 230). For a given date (12 December in
this example) there were 21 days across 5 years of observa-
tions within the 610-day window, 105 observations in total.
The 62-h window results in 525 possible temperature obser-
vations for analysis at that particular date and hour. For
KSKL at 1800 UTC 12 December, 308 of the 525 RWIS
TR values were below 08C, resulting in a value of 0.59 for the
climatology for this particular station, hour, and day. This
hourly, station-based climatology will be used in this work as
a baseline for comparison with ProbSR nowcasts and machine
learning experiments in the sections that follow.

TABLE 1. Input predictors from 2-h HRRR forecast fields to the
ProbSR random-forest algorithm.

Input predictors Input predictors

Surface temperature (Tsfc) 2-m temperature (T2)
Friction velocity 10-m wind speed (gust)
Latent heat flux Sensible heat flux
Consecutive hours below

freezing Tsfc

Consecutive hours above
freezing Tsfc

Consecutive hours below
freezing T2m

Consecutive hours above
freezing T2m

Downward shortwave
radiation flux

Downward longwave radiation
flux

2-m dewpoint Mid–cloud cover percentage
No. of days from 10 Jan Urban land use/land cover flag
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3. ProbSR evaluation results

a. Summary verification metrics

Bias and mean-square error (MSE) are widely used metrics
in forecast evaluation. For forecasts expressed in terms of

probabilities, MSE is commonly referred to as the Brier score
(Brier 1950). Probability forecasts can have any value from 0
to 1. Following the notation of Murphy (1988) the forecast
probability value for the ith case will be denoted as fi and the
observed probability value for the ith case will be denoted as

FIG. 1. (a) Mean ProbSR (%) over two cold periods (October–March of 2021/22 and 2022/23). (b) RWIS station
distribution and subfreezing road temperature event frequency for the quality-controlled set of stations active during
the same periods.
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xi (in our case, xi 5 1 when the observed TR , 08C and xi 5 0
for TR $ 08C). Bias and MSE from the set of all cases in the
quality-controlled dataset are defined as

bias 5
1
N
∑
N

i51
( fi 2 xi) 5 f 2 x and

MSE 5
1
N
∑
N

i51
( fi 2 xi)2,

where N is the number of cases in the dataset. For the full
two-season evaluation period, 9.3 million matched pairs of
forecasts and observations were available for evaluation.
ProbSR had a bias of 20.013, indicating a slight underpredic-
tion of the probability of subfreezing road surfaces, or a slight
warm bias. ProbSR also had an MSE of 0.055, which indicates
a high level of overall accuracy since this is near the expected
value of MSE for a perfect forecast (50.0). To provide some
context for a particular value of MSE, a skill score can be cal-
culated by comparing the MSE of the forecast system with
one obtained from a “reference” forecast system, such as the
above-defined climatology or a competing forecast. Tradition-
ally for probability forecasts, the mean observation (base
rate) is used as the reference forecast, making the reference
forecast unbiased and single valued. This version of the skill
score is known as the Brier skill score (BSS) and is defined as

BSS 5
MSE 2 MSEref

MSEperfect 2 MSEref
5 1 2

MSE
MSEref

; with

MSEref 5
1
N
∑
N

i51
(x 2 xi)2

A perfect forecast system will have BSS 5 1, negative values
of skill are found for forecast systems with larger MSE values
than the reference forecast. For ProbSR across the two sea-
sons the traditional form of BSS was 0.76, indicating at first
glance a high level of skill.

It is important to note that a very simple reference forecast is
used in the traditional BSS calculation to establish a baseline for
determining skill. Mason (2004) showed how using a constant

reference forecast to determine skill can provide misleading re-
sults. Hamill and Juras (2006) also highlighted several issues
with using single-valued reference forecasts in determining skill,
particularly when the verification dataset pools temporal and
spatial subsets with widely varying climatologies. More realistic
and informative estimates of skill can be obtained using refer-
ence forecasts with higher fidelity. Murphy (1988) discussed
alternatives to using a single-valued reference forecast in MSE-
related skill scores, such as multivalued reference forecasts that
are generated using data external to the verification dataset. Fol-
lowing Murphy (1988), we use the station-based hourly climatol-
ogy described in the previous section as a multivalued reference
forecast. This is consistent with the prior information that would
be available to a typical decision-maker. MSE of this climatolog-
ical reference forecast was calculated as follows (mi represents
the hourly station-based climatological value corresponding to
the observed value xi):

MSEclimo 5
1
N
∑
N

i51
(mi 2 xi)2:

In this case, MSEclimo for the 2-yr evaluation period was
0.117, using this value for the reference forecast provides a
modified Brier skill score of 0.53, indicating a moderately
high level of skill overall.

The diagrams in Fig. 3 provide additional information re-
garding the performance of ProbSR across the 2021/22 and
2022/23 cold seasons. The attributes diagram (Hsu and
Murphy 1986; Fig. 3a) displays the observed frequency of the
predicted event conditioned on the forecasted probability
against the forecast probability. This indicates that ProbSR
was highly reliable, subfreezing road surface temperatures
were observed at nearly the same frequency as the predicted
probabilities. Evidence of excellent discrimination capability
can be found in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (Mason 1982; Harvey et al. 1992; Fig. 3b), which dis-
plays probability of detection (POD; ratio of correct “yes”
forecasts to observed “yes” events) against probability of false
detection (POFD; ratio of incorrect “yes” forecasts to observed
“no” events) using a set of increasing forecast thresholds. This

FIG. 2. (a) Observed TR values (8C) at RWIS station KSKL (“WY 230–Skyline”) for a rolling window of 610 days
centered at 12 Dec over a 5-yr period (2016–21) (red symbols: TR $ 08C; blue symbols: TR , 08C). (b) Station-based
hourly climatology of subfreezing TR (%) at KSKL corresponding to these observations.
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chart indicates that ProbSR was able to separate subfreezing and
above-freezing observed events very successfully. Overall, the
various summary measures of performance show that ProbSR
provided nowcast information of very high quality during these
two winter seasons.

b. Evaluation results stratified by HRRR surface
temperature and time of day

The summary performance measures indicate that ProbSR
provided higher quality information than a station-based
hourly climatology for nowcasting subfreezing road surface
conditions. Weaknesses in a forecasting system can be chal-
lenging to discover, particularly when evaluation metrics con-
sist of summaries of large sample sizes. More informative
evaluation results can be obtained by conditioning the verifica-
tion statistics on additional variables (or covariates), a process

known as stratification (Murphy 1995). Selecting covariates
that are related to the forecasting process and assessing the
conditional distributions of the verification metrics can provide
useful insight into the performance of the forecast system, such
as identifying conditional biases and situations that are more
(or less) challenging for the forecast system.

We will begin this analysis by computing subsets of ProbSR
evaluation statistics across a range of categories of HRRR
surface temperature Tsfc. The verification dataset was divided
into subsets using 18-wide Tsfc categories, and verification
metrics were computed for each of these subsets (Fig. 4).
MSE and bias values are displayed at the center of each bin.
For example, the value shown at 2.58C represents all of the
forecast–observation pairs found within the 28 # HRRR
Tsfc , 38C category. This allows for discovery of changes in
behavior of the forecast system as a function of a covariate
(Tsfc in this case). ProbSR displayed slight changes in bias

FIG. 3. Traditional verification metrics for the full domain and the 2021–22 and 2022–23 seasons (quality-controlled
stations displayed in Fig. 1): (a) attributes diagram and (b) ROC curve (ProbSR: red; station-based hourly climatology:
green). Here, AUC indicates area under the curve.

FIG. 4. (a) ProbSR bias and conditional frequency of TR , 08C (histogram inset) stratified by HRRR Tsfc (8C).
(b) MSE stratified by HRRR Tsfc (8C).
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across the range of HRRR Tsfc categories, with low (warm)
biases at colder temperatures and nearly zero biases for
warmer temperatures. As HRRR Tsfc approaches values near
and just below 08C, the conditional frequency of TR , 08C
approaches 0.5, indicating that these situations represent the
most uncertain portion of the forecasting domain. Corre-
sponding MSE values peaked in these situations and de-
creased considerably as Tsfc values moved farther away from
08C. Some context can be provided for these MSE values by
comparing ProbSRMSE values with those obtained from us-
ing the station-based hourly climatology as a reference fore-
cast. MSE values approaching the climatological reference
were found for ProbSR at HRRR Tsfc values near and just
below 08C. This indicates that ProbSR was providing very
little additional information beyond the hourly climatology
and had nearly zero skill in these situations. However, for
warmer and colder Tsfc values, ProbSR MSE values were
considerably lower than the climatology reference, indicating
that nowcasts in these situations had significant positive skill
relative to the local climatology.

The diagrams in Fig. 5 present evaluation metrics stratified
by time of day. At each station, local solar time (LST) was ap-
proximated by subtracting the station longitude divided by
158 from UTC time and rounding the result to the nearest
hour. This analysis allows for discovery of changes in behavior
of the nowcast system as a function of time of day. These re-
sults indicate a slight diurnal cycle in bias for ProbSR (Fig. 5a).
During the overnight hours ProbSR bias was consistent at a
value slightly below zero. The negative (warm) bias became
most pronounced in the morning hours, before quickly switch-
ing to a positive (cold) bias during the afternoon hours. The af-
ternoon positive bias diminshed rapidly at around local sunset
(1800 LST). ProbSR MSE values (Fig. 5b) were fairly consis-
tent throughout the evening and overnight hours, with a slight
peak in MSE occurring around 1000 LST, coinciding with the
most negative (warm) bias values. MSE values obtained from
using the station-based hourly climatology as a reference indi-
cate the lowest MSE values during the early afternoon hours,
coinciding with the time of day when the conditional frequency

of TR , 08C reaches a minimum. These results indicate that
ProbSR was most skillful (greatest reduction in MSE rela-
tive to the local climatological reference) during the over-
night hours and most accurate (lowest MSE) during the
early afternoon.

c. Evaluation results stratified by precipitation type

To analyze the performance of ProbSR in situations critical
to winter road maintenance decision-making, such as when
frozen precipitation reaches the surface or when liquid precip-
itation falls onto a relatively cold surface, results are further
stratified by precipitation phase. Specifically, HRRR 2-h fore-
casts of the “percent of frozen precipitation” (CPOFP; Benja-
min et al. 2020) were used to categorize the phase of
precipitation predicted by the model to reach the surface. A
CPOFP threshold of 5% was used to separate mainly liquid
precipitation from situations containing some frozen precipi-
tation. Dry conditions (defined as hourly precipitation rate
less than 0.0001 mm h21) were also evaluated as a separate
subset. During the 2-yr evaluation period a large majority of
locations and times were in the “dry” subset (95.4%), with
the precipitating locations and times roughly evenly split
between the “liquid” (2.4%) and “frozen” (2.2%) phases.
Figure 6 shows the bias and MSE statistics stratified by
HRRR precipitation type, HRRR Tsfc, and time of day. Since
the sample sizes for the precipitating subsets were diminshed,
especially for unusual situations (i.e., liquid precipitation with
very cold Tsfc or frozen precipitation with very warm Tsfc)
95% confidence intervals were estimated for each statistic us-
ing the Student’s t distribution and curves were truncated for
sample sizes less than 0.01% of the full dataset. These results
clearly indicate that ProbSR had substantially different per-
formance characteristics when frozen precipitation reached
the surface than it displayed during either liquid precipitation
or dry conditions. For dry conditions, bias and MSE as a
function of both HRRR Tsfc and time of day behaved nearly
the same as what was found previously with the full dataset,
with a slight diurnal cycle in bias and peak MSE values for
HRRR Tsfc conditions near and slightly below 08C. For liquid

FIG. 5. (a) ProbSR bias and conditional frequency of TR, 08C (histogram inset) stratified by hour of the day [approximate
local solar time (LST)]. (b) MSE stratified by hour of the day.
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precipitation, ProbSR biases (Fig. 6a) tended to become
more negative with colder HRRR Tsfc values, indicating an
underestimation of the probability of subfreezing road sur-
face temperatures when liquid precipitation was falling onto
relatively cold HRRR Tsfc conditions. MSE values for liquid
precipitation were similar to those for dry conditions, reach-
ing a peak for the HRRR Tsfc category between 218 and 08C.
ProbSR performance for liquid precipitation did not appear
to have a diurnal cycle (Figs. 6c,d). For frozen precipitation
situations, ProbSR showed a large negative (warm) bias for

HRRR Tsfc values in a several degree neighborhood of 08C.
MSE values also peaked in this range of HRRR Tsfc condi-
tions, exceeding those obtained using the hourly station-
based climatology as a reference forecast, indicating that the
forecasts were not skillful in those situations. ProbSR behav-
ior during frozen precipitation also contained a significant di-
urnal signal, with negative (warm) biases as well as larger
MSE values occurring around solar noon. These deficiencies
that were discovered within precipitating cases are especially
important when considering critical scenarios in winter road

FIG. 6. The 2021–22 and 2022–23 ProbSR performance statistics stratified by precipitation type (orange: no precipitation “dry,” green:
CPOFP , 5% “liquid,” and blue: CPOFP $ 5% “frozen”): (left) bias and (right) MSE statistics by (a),(b) HRRR Tsfc (8C) values and
(c),(d) hour of day (LST). Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for each statistic estimated using the Student’s t distribution.
Statistics are not plotted for subsets of sample size less than 0.01% of the full dataset (N5 9298791).
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maintenance decision-making, such as freezing rain and snowfall
accumulation on road surfaces.

Without a more thorough evaluation of the HRRR model,
it is difficult to connect the performance issues of the random-
forest system to specific error characteristics in the HRRR.
The results that we have obtained show that the connections
between HRRR input features and RWIS TR behave differ-
ently during dry conditions than in precipitating situations. It
is not clear from these results if this is due to issues with physi-
cal parameterizations in the HRRR or differences in the be-
havior of road surface temperatures in these situations. The
relatively small sample of precipitating cases in the original
training data most likely limited the system’s ability to learn
about these differences.

d. Machine learning experiments

Given the characteristics of these errors and the importance
of determining whether or not road surfaces are subfreezing
when precipitation is reaching the surface, we have great mo-
tivation to improve the performance of ProbSR. Potential
sources of error for this nowcasting system are proposed next.
The version of ProbSR evaluated in this work was trained us-
ing data during 2018/19 and 2019/20 winter seasons, prior to
the HRRR version-4 upgrade (implemented 4 December
2020) using the 16 predictors listed in Table 1. Changes to the
HRRR have likely affected the input predictors enough to re-
quire updated training of the system. None of the predictors
were directly related to precipitation phase. In addition, the
training dataset consisted mainly of dry conditions, while sit-
uations with precipitation reaching the surface represented
only a small sample of cases in the training data, which may
have limited the system’s ability to effectively capture differ-
ences in the behavior of the input features between dry and
precipitating situations. For instance, data from the 2021/22
and 2022/23 seasons show that HRRR Tsfc values were 2.78C
lower on average than corresponding RWIS TR values during
dry conditions, while only 1.08C lower when precipitation was
predicted to reach the surface. These factors suggest multiple
modifications to ML training for experimentation: increasing
the relative proportion of precipitating cases in the training
data and adding predictors related to precipitation phase
reaching the surface.

For the following experiments, random-forest algorithms
were tuned/trained using the same procedures that were used
to train the most recent version of the system (outlined in
section 2: hyperparameter tuning using cross validation over
each month, average precision score for the performance met-
ric, isotonic calibration over the training dataset) with training
data from the 2021/22 season (HRRR version 4). Evaluation
of these experiments was performed using the full quality-
controlled dataset from the 2022/23 season. The training data
for the “control” experiment were taken as a random sample
of size 400 000 from the full quality-controlled RWIS data
from the 2021/22 season (October–March). Dry conditions
represented the vast majority of cases (95%) in the training
data in the control experiment with liquid and frozen precipita-
tion evenly split in the remaining cases. Although it was trained

on a new dataset, the control experiment was intended to
mimic the performance of the operational version of ProbSR,
using the same 16 predictors and similar distributions of dry/
precipitating training cases as were used by the most recent ver-
sion of the system. Results from evaluation (using 2022/23 data)
of the control experiment are shown in Fig. 7, indicating that the
control experiment captured the general behavior of the
errors in the operational ProbSR system. While biases and
MSE values of the control experiment do not match ProbSR
exactly, such differences are not surprising since the control
experiment was trained using data from a different year and
version of the HRRR model than the operational ProbSR
system.

Three additional machine learning experiments (“training,”
“predictor,” and “final”) were run to test the proposed hy-
pothesis that a low proportion of precipitating cases in the
training data and lack of predictors related to precipitation
phase were factors in the reduced performance of ProbSR.
For the “training” experiment, an alternate training dataset
was collected to test the impact of the relative distribution of
precipitating cases within the training data on the ML. The al-
ternate training dataset consisted of a sample size of 400 000
randomly drawn from the quality-controlled 2021/22 RWIS
data, with 25% of those cases drawn from liquid precipitating
cases, 25% from frozen precipitation, and the remaining 50%
from dry conditions. The mean frequency of TR , 08C in this
alternate training dataset was similar to what was obtained in
the “control” experiment (32.9% vs 31.3% in control). The
“training” experiment used this dataset along with the same
16 predictors as the control experiment (and operational
ProbSR). The impact of adding predictors to the ML train-
ing was tested in the “predictor” experiment by including
CPOFP to the predictor set, increasing the number of
predictors to 17, while using the same training dataset
as the control experiment. The combination of both of
these factors (use of the alternate training dataset and the
additional CPOFP predictor) was tested in the “final”
experiment.

Results from evaluation of these ML experiments using
2022/23 data are shown in Fig. 8, stratifying the results by pre-
cipitation phase and HRRR Tsfc. These results show a sub-
stantial amount of sensitivity to the training data. For
example, for dry conditions and HRRR Tsfc values near 08C
(Fig. 8a), biases switch from slightly negative in the control to
slightly positive in the “training” experiment. There is a similar
positive shift in bias for liquid (Fig. 8c) and frozen (Fig. 8e) pre-
cipitation subsets. The additional predictor appears to provide
a benefical effect on the ML in these experiments, producing
only slight changes in bias for dry and liquid precipitation cases
and a significant positive change in bias for frozen precipi-
tation. The combination of both factors (“final”) appears
to make the best adjustment to biases overall, especially
in the frozen precipitation situations where the large neg-
ative bias in the control experiment for HRRR Tsfc values
near 08C was substantially reduced (Fig. 8e). The impact
of these factors on MSE is fairly minor (and beneficial)
for dry and liquid precipitation cases (Figs. 8b,d). For fro-
zen precipitation situations (Fig. 8f), MSE values show
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significant improvements for each factor in these experi-
ments, especially for HRRR Tsfc values near 08C. The
combination of both factors (“final”) results in the lowest
MSE values overall.

Results from evaluation of these ML experiments stratify-
ing the results by precipitation phase and time of day are
shown in Fig. 9. The effect of the experimental training data
appears to be a positive shift in biases, especially for dry and
frozen precipitation cases (Figs. 9a,e). The additional predic-
tor produced a similar positive shift of biases for frozen

precipitation situations (Fig. 9e). The combination of both
factors resulted in minor changes in bias for dry and liquid
precipitation cases along with the best overall reduction in
bias for frozen precipitation. Again, the impact of these fac-
tors on MSE is slightly beneficial for dry and liquid precipi-
tation cases (Figs. 9b,d) and more significant for frozen
precipitation situations (Fig. 9f). The combination of both
factors results in the lowest MSE values overall, although
the diurnal signals in MSE remained fairly consistent across
the ML experiments.

FIG. 7. The 2022–23 ProbSR and ML control experiment performance statistics stratified by precipitation type (orange: no precipitation
“dry,” green: CPOFP , 5% “liquid,” and blue: CPOFP $ 5% “frozen”): (left) bias and (right) MSE statistics by (a),(b) HRRR Tsfc (8C)
values and (c),(d) hour of day (LST). Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for each statistic estimated using the Student’s
t distribution. Statistics are not plotted for subsets of sample size less than 0.01% of the full dataset (N5 3800679).
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FIG. 8. Verification metrics [(left) bias and (right) MSE] for ML experiments as a function of HRRR Tsfc (8C), with
results stratified by HRRR percent of frozen precipitation (CPOFP): (a),(b) no precipitation (dry); (c),(d) CPFOP ,

5% (liquid); and (e),(f) CPOFP $ 5% (frozen). Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for each statistic
estimated using the Student’s t distribution. Statistics are not plotted for subsets of sample size less than 0.01% of the
full dataset (N5 3 800 679).
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FIG. 9. Verification metrics [(left) bias and (right) MSE] for ML experiments as a function of hour of the day
(LST), with results stratified by HRRR percent of frozen precipitation (CPOFP): (a),(b) no precipitation (dry);
(c),(d) CPFOP , 5% (liquid); and (e),(f) CPOFP $ 5% (frozen). Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval
for each statistic estimated using the Student’s t distribution.
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4. Case study

A sample case will be presented to demonstrate the behav-
ior of the modified system when frozen precipitation was fall-
ing onto relatively warm surfaces. While conclusive evidence
of improved performance of a probabilistic forecast system
cannot be determined from analysis of a single case, useful in-
formation regarding the behavior of the updated nowcast sys-
tem in comparison with the previous system can often be
obtained from such an analysis. On 23 January 2023, a devel-
oping extratropical cyclone moved along the Atlantic coast
across the northeastern United States. A region of wintry pre-
cipitation was observed to the north of the cyclone track
(Fig. 10a), at 1800 UTC observations from ASOS and mPING
(Elmore et al. 2014) indicated frozen precipitation reaching
the surface from eastern New York into central Maine. A
transition zone from snow to a mix of rain and snow to liquid
precipitation was observed across southern Connecticut into
eastern Massachusetts. Multiple reports of snow accumulating
on roads/sidewalks from mPING (“impacts”) were scattered
across this region, such as central New Hampshire, eastern
Massachusetts, and southern New York. The HRRR 2-h fore-
cast CPOFP field (Fig. 10b) represented the observed precipi-
tation phase at the surface fairly well.

Hourly RWIS (average of multiple sensors per station and
all reports within 615-min window) TR observations at
1800 UTC 23 January 2023 indicated subfreezing values over
much of the region where frozen precipitation was reaching

the surface (Fig. 11), such as central/southern New Hampshire
and Vermont and western Massachusetts. RWIS TR values
transitioned to above-freezing values to the south of this
area, mainly across Connecticut and eastern Massachusetts.
ProbSR values from the “control” experiment were generally
low, less than 25% across a large portion of the region where
frozen precipitation was observed at the surface and TR val-
ues were subfreezing. This behavior is consistent with the
low (warm) bias of ProbSR during frozen precipitation situa-
tions that was determined in the previous section. The “final”
ML experiment produced significantly higher values (generally
greater than 60%) across the region where frozen precipitation
reaching the surface and subfreezing TR values were observed.
Moderately high ProbSR values (30%–40%) were also gener-
ated in the “final” experiment across western Connecticut where
HRRR CPOFP indicated frozen precipitation was reaching the
surface, although observed TR values were at or above 08C. Simi-
lar “final” ProbSR values in the 30%–40% range were generated
in southern New York/northern New Jersey in the area where
mPING reports of “snow accumulating on roads and sidewalks”
were found. While we do not have RWIS TR observations in
those locations, the mPING reports of accumulating snow appear
to provide some justification for nonzero ProbSR values.

5. Summary

In this work, probabilistic nowcasts of subfreezing road sur-
face temperatures generated from a machine learning–based

FIG. 10. (a) Composite reflectivity (CREF; dBZ) from NSSL MRMS, and (b) HRRR 2-h forecast of percentage of frozen precipitation
(CPOFP; %) valid at 1800 UTC 23 Jan 2023. ASOS and mPING reports of precipitation/present weather within 630 min of 1800 UTC
23 Jan 2023 are plotted as symbols [liquid (rain or drizzle): green circles, frozen (snow or ice pellets/sleet): blue asterisks, freezing (rain or
drizzle): red letter Zs, mixed liquid/frozen: white asterisks inside a circle, and ASOS UP: magenta question marks]. ASOS stations are
larger symbols, and mPING reports are smaller size symbols. The mPING reports of “Snow accumulating on roads and sidewalks” within
630 min of 1800 UTC are plotted as large black X symbols.
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system known as ProbSR were evaluated over two recent win-
ter seasons. RWIS TR observations were collected and ana-
lyzed over the previous five winter seasons to generate an
hourly station-based climatology that was used as a reference
forecast and a baseline for measuring the skill of ProbSR
nowcasts. Standard summary forecast verification metrics
found ProbSR to be highly accurate in general, with excellent
reliability and ability to discriminate between observed sub-
freezing and above-freezing cases. Error metrics were strati-
fied by HRRR Tsfc, time of day, and precipitation phase to
help to identify deficiencies in the nowcast system. These re-
sults indicated that ProbSR had nearly zero skill in situations
where the input HRRR Tsfc values were near and slightly be-
low 08C, but had significant positive skill for warmer and
colder Tsfc values. ProbSR was generally the most accurate
during the early afternoon hours, coinciding with the typical
timing of maximum TR values in the diurnal cycle. ProbSR
had substantially reduced performance when frozen precipita-
tion reached the surface relative to its performance during either
liquid precipitation or dry conditions. A significant underpredic-
tion (warm) bias was found for frozen precipitation events, espe-
cially for input Tsfc values near 08C and during afternoon hours. It
was suggested that different versions of the HRRR model and a
sparsity of precipitating events in the training data, as well as a
lack of predictors related to precipitation phase were factors lead-
ing to the reduced performance during frozen precipitation situa-
tions. After updating the system to use HRRR, version 4, along
with a higher proportion of precipitating cases in the training da-
taset as well as adding the percent of frozen precipitation as a pre-
dictor in the random forest, the deficiencies identified in our
evaluation were substantially ameliorated.

The modifications to the ProbSR system found in the “final”
machine learning experiment will be implemented at NSSL in the
experimental real-time MRMS system in time for the 2023/24
winter season. Development of this system and other products re-
lated to the impacts of weather on the transportation system is ex-
pected to continue. Future work may include deep learning
techniques, applications for extended forecast periods, enhance-
ments to surface temperature predictions for bridge decks and
other elevated surfaces, products related to the accumulation and
melting rates of frozen precipitation on roadways, and using cam-
era/image data to validate and build new models. We anticipate
that this research will result in improved situational awareness
and safety outcomes during high-impact winter storm events.
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